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Abstract. Entering text by gesture alphabets is not one of the most
efficient methods. However, there are special applications and contexts
where it shows advantages. Input with little focus of attention is possi-
ble and, for short phrases, transition to other input options may be more
involving. The work at hand presents a new multi-touch gesture alpha-
bet. Multi-touch can accelerate gesture input and provides the diversity
that allows to confine to single strokes that demand less attention. We
analyzed the characteristics of the alphabet and compared it to a single-
touch variant. Detailed investigations of text input by gestures and re-
sults of a user study are provided. The investigations revealed preferences
of users and showed the need for individualization and self-definition of
gestures. To meet this demands, our approach for classifying template
defined letters is demonstrated.

Keywords: gesture alphabet, text input, classification, recognition,
template-based, multi-touch.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Applications for controlling UI by symbolic surface gestures are browsers, air
traffic control [3], accessibility of mobile [16,8] or special [20] devices or in sketch-
ing tools, directly [1,23], or to support sketch recognition [11,4]. Symbolic ges-
tures are applied in several text entry systems, too. Gesture alphabets are, for
instance, ‘EdgeWrite’ [22], ‘Minimal Device Independent Text Input Method’
(MDITIM) [7], or the ‘Graffiti’ alphabet realized in the Palm OS. Such methods
can offer advantages over conventional text input methods. As an abstraction to
handwriting, such symbols are easier to recognize by pattern matching methods.
Additionally, they allow for shorthand writing and demand less attention by
writing letters on top of each other. Though efficiency of these input methods is
low compared to, for instance, virtual keyboards, users may still prefer them [9].
We introduce a new gesture alphabet consisting of multi-touch symbols. That
allows for greater variability and similarity to Latin letters while improving writ-
ing speed. The multi-touch gesture recognizer utilized is capable of recognizing
all types of symbolic surface gestures and can be trained by templates. This
provides the option to compare other gesture alphabets directly. Furthermore,
the classifier detects gestures invariant to rotation, scaling and speed. Therefore,
it scales with users’ experience in text input and is suitable for mobile devices.
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2 State of the Art

For text input in mobile environments different approaches exist. Most common
is the 12-key keyboard, capable to achieve around 10 words per minute (with T9
support, approximately 20 wpm are possible) [13]. In substitution to QUERTY
hardware-keyboards, less space demanding virtual keyboards are common for
smartphones, too. Besides typing, other silent input systems include handwriting
and entering symbols of gesture alphabets. While handwriting is natural to most
users, it is still challenging for pattern recognizers. Virtual keyboard input is fast
(conservative model estimation predicts at least 28 wpm [24]), but unnatural and
prone to parallax errors.

Several approaches improve on pure keyboard input and diminish differences
between gesturing and typing. One way is to re-arrange or group symbols to
provide structures for a short way hierarchical targeting by gestural movements
[17,14,15]. In [18], letters are split into a set of abstract and recurring segments to
define a hierarchical structure whose navigation produces them. Other methods
support gesturing on virtual keyboards to connect keys to words. Though per-
formance gains by gesturing on virtual keyboards are possible in general, there
is much room for improvements due to special layouts [19]. In [2], such input can
be done even bi-manually. By interpretation of the drawn shape on the basis of
a large dictionary, the approach in [10] requires no precise targeting of keys.

All these methods lack the ability of eyesfree writing. Although, methods that
interpret the shape - as in [10] - demand less attention from users as they are al-
lowed to trade accuracy for speed [13]. Overall, the precise targeting necessary for
input per soft keyboards, hierarchical selection and handwriting requires focus-
ing the input area. Eyesfree entry allows to spend more attention to supporting
input techniques as word completion [12].

Pure gesturing is an alternative that uses an input area more efficiently by
writing letters on top of each other. In [6], this concept was introduced as heads-
up writing and it was stated being easier on the wrist for users when compared to
handwriting. Another advantage of writing discrete symbols in single movements
and an unrelated manner is the possibility of entering text with less attention to
the screen or even without visual feedback. In [13], the term ‘focus of attention’
(FOA) is introduced. It indicates the level of attention a task requires from a
user. For instance, blind writing of memorized text has a lower FOA than writing
it with a text entry method that requires additional observation of input [13].

Gesture alphabets discretize letters by variable degrees of abstraction. The
more abstract, the more robust is recognition, though users’ ability to grasp
them intuitively may suffer. ‘EdgeWrite’ [22] and MDITIM [7] facilitate robust
recognition by utilizing sequences of only a few directional strokes. This enables
both methods to be less dependent of input devices and input by tracking of
eye movements, for instance. Little more resemblance to Latin letters can be
found in ‘Unistrokes’ [6]. The ‘Graffiti’ alphabet, in contrast, mimics most Latin
letters and is therefore more intuitive. Its successor ‘Graffiti 2’, though prone to
input errors (19% at approximately 12% due to classification errors), compared
to virtual keyboard is preferred by users (with word completion) because it is
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seen more intuitive and usable as well as less exhausting [9]. This is interesting
regarding that a slow input rate (9 wpm), approximately two-thirds the input
speed shown on virtual keyboard, was observed.

3 Multi-Touch Text Input

In the following, we use the same terms and taxonomy as in [21] (see Fig. 1).
A gesture consists of at least one stroke, i.e., a phase during which at least
one contact touches the sensing device. Each stroke can have one or multiple
(partly) concurrent touches. ‘Single-touch’ and ‘multi-touch’ refers to gestures
consisting of one stroke with one or multiple touches, respectively. A ‘multi-
stroke’ is characterized by more than one subsequent but no concurrent touches.
A gesture of multiple strokes containing one being multi-touch is referred to as
‘sequential multi-touch’.
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Fig. 1. The taxonomy of surface gestures from [21]. Gestures are classified by their
number of strokes and the maximum number of concurrent touches within these strokes.

We present a multi-touch gesture alphabet based on the two ‘Graffiti’ versions.
Our aim is to speed up writing by avoiding multi-stroke symbols and introducing
multi-touch symbols for complex letters. The level of abstraction is low compared
to ‘Unistrokes’ and most symbols resemble upper case Latin block letters. We
balance efficiency and intuition by abstracting letters that are drawn multi-
stroke when writing with a pen or that have a shape that can be produced faster
using multiple touches. Variations of several letters are supported to allow for
further writing speedup or individual style. In our user study, we investigated
the advantages and drawbacks of this approach. For this purpose two alphabets
were created, a single-stroke reference alphabet and the multi-touch text input
method. Figure 2 illustrates the two alphabets. On the left side, the single-
stroke reference alphabet is shown. It consists of letters from ‘Graffiti’ 1+2,
stripped by multi-stroke symbols and enlarged by few simplified alternatives for
some letters. On the right side, our multi-touch alphabet is demonstrated. We
replaced selected symbols by multi-touch counterparts. The remaining single-
stroke gestures are shared for the same letters between both alphabets.

To recognize both gesture alphabets of Fig. 2, the gesture classifier presented
in [21] was used. It recognizes arbitrary surface gestures that were trained by
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                                Backspace

Fig. 2. Illustration of input for the single-touch (left) and the multi-touch alphabet
(right). Symbols are drawn in one stroke, but may consist of up to three movements of
simultaneous touches (only on the right side). A black dot depicts a touch, the arrow
its movement and the blank circle the position where the contact is lost.

templates. This way a fair comparison is not hindered by different classification
methods. Two gesture templates per symbol were defined in advance by the
authors.

4 Gesture Recognition

Details of the applied on-line gesture recognition routine are found in [21]. The ap-
proach is based on statistical (Bayesian) classification and comprises comparisons
by features of the shape and structural properties of a gesture’s segments (tokens).
The segmentation process splits gestures by their trajectories of touches on the
sensing device. The pseudo code adapted from [21] is given in Algorithm 1. The
procedure ‘CompareGestures’ computes the similarity of an input I and a template
gesture T with the same number of tokens n.1

Algorithm 1 finds the best bijective matching between two sets of tokens by
the negated sum of their pairwise distances of normalized structural features
and their shape. Structural features of a token are its relative position, size,
slope and rotation within the gesture. Shapes are compared by the Procrustes

1 An input is not allowed to match a template with a different number of tokens.
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Algorithm 1. CompareGestures(I, T, n)

� INPUT: T - template gesture; I - input gesture; n - token count
for all i = 1→ n do

y
(i)
T ← ExtractStructuralFeatures(T,i)

z
(i)
T ← GetTrajectory(T,i)

y
(i)
I ← ExtractStructuralFeatures(I,i)

z
(i)
I ← GetTrajectory(I,i)

end for
if n == 1 then

return ProcrustesShapeDistance(z
(1)
T ,z

(1)
I )

else
for all i = 1→ n do

for all j = 1→ n do
md ← SquaredEuclideanDistance(y

(i)
T ,y

(j)
I )

sd ← ProcrustesShapeDistance(z
(i)
T ,z

(j)
I )

mm[i,j] ← −md− sd
end for

end for
return MaximumMatchingValue(mm)

end if

analysis. It performs normalization of the trajectories to match them in sample
rate, size and rotation2. A squared Euclidean distance of thus normalized ‘shape
signatures’ is computed. The interested reader is referred to [21] for a detailed
description of features and routines. Possible improvements of the classification
routine concerning parameter estimation to account for feature correlations are
discussed there as well. Rejection of an input is possible by defining a distance
threshold that shall not be exceeded. We did not apply rejection for MTIS.

5 Evaluation

A first version of our multi-touch alphabet was evaluated with 20 users in [5].
Organized in a between group design, the multi-touch alphabet was compared to
the ‘Graffiti 2’ alphabet by performing text-copy tasks3. In a questionnaire, users
declared the multi-touch gesture alphabet more usable in the whole and in detail
conducive to learning. Furthermore, the input of multi-touch symbols was faster
in the learning phase and significant faster during tests, when averaged over the
same test sentences.4 However, ‘Graffiti 2’ contains few multi-stroke symbols
that require a time-out for proper recognition. To gain better comparability,

2 We restricted rotational invariance to 20 degrees to include gestures differing in this
aspect mostly.

3 Text-copy tasks are preferred over text-creation tasks to minimize mental workload
and errors of incorrect memorization or spelling[13].

4 In detail, letters ‘E’,‘H’,‘M’,‘W’, for instance, proved to be significant faster.
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both alphabets were modified. We restrict all symbols to single strokes in this
work.Within the multi-touch alphabet, former single-touch symbols of the letters
‘R’ and ‘K’ were replaced by abstract multi-touch symbols5.

We were interested in further insights of gesture text entry methods, more
specifically, in the following questions:

• Differ the two alphabets regarding intuitivity, error rate and satisfaction?
• Compared to conservative methods, is text input per gestures perceived as
useful?

• Are abstract symbols preferred, or the ones more similar to handwriting?
• Would users like to specify their own gestures?

The classifier allows for template-based specification of symbols and users can
individualize their alphabets. We were keen to know if users accept such possi-
bilities to enhance their text input system.

The second evaluation was done again with an SMS writing tool developed
in [5]. This tool can be used to define and teach gesture alphabets and presents
text for testing purposes. In the same between group design, each group was
confronted with a different gesture alphabet and the following test schedule:

• Introduction to the alphabet, its notation and the evaluation routine.
• Training:

1. Visual templates of symbols/variants were retraced by the user.
2. Aiding icons were shown and symbols entered twice altogether in random

order. Gestures entered correctly were automatically added as templates
to make classification more robust to between user variations.6

3. Symbols were entered (random) without visual aid and in the users’
preferred variant.

• Test: Users were requested to enter text presented to them as quickly and
accurately as possible. Corrections were done by backspace buttons or ges-
tures only. A reminder of the gesture alphabet could be displayed on press
of a help button. Altogether, 16 phrases per participant were entered by
gestures.

1. A pangram7 was written per virtual keyboard by the user.
2. Sentences (letters only and letters plus numbers) were entered per ges-

tures.
3. The pangram was entered again, this time per gestures.

• Survey per questionnaire on perceived usability and subjective preferences.
A free text field gave the option to provide additional comments.

5 Pretests indicated they were hard to remember, but wanted to know if abstraction
or intuition is preferred.

6 This individualization without knowledge of the users has its drawbacks. The tem-
plates did not always represent the users’ style. Instructed not to play around, some
users did so to test recognition. Others drew the gestures still very meticulous.

7 Lower case version of German phrase ‘Franz jagt im komplett verwahrlosten Taxi
quer durch Bayern’.
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As for the first evaluation [5], we used a convenience sample of participants.
Of the 12 new participants (7 female, 5 male, aged 19-34), nine were students
or former students of computer science. Most stated to write approximately 1-
5 SMS per day. One each answered to this question with 0, 6-10, 11-20. Six
participants use virtual keyboard when writing SMS, four the 12-key keyboard
and two use the ‘QWERTZ’ hardware keyboard.

6 Results

Considering characters per minute (cpm, as defined in [13]) when writing the
pangram, the multi-touch group (M=36.93, SD = 4.63, N=6) was significantly
faster (two-sample t-test; t=3.1, DF = 10, p = 0.01) than the single-touch group
(M = 28.13, SD = 5.19, N=6).8 Considering overall input during the test phase,
strong tendency to faster multi-touch input is shown by the same test (t = 2.08,
p = 0.06).

Cumulative error rates (containing all misinterpreted input) during the third
phase of training (without aid) were 13.85 for multi-touch and at 17.44 for single-
touch. This difference showed no significance (two-sample t-test).

In our survey, we collected answers to questions regarding subjective sen-
sations of error rate, temporal demand, stress and ease of memorization when
writing per gestures. On a five point Likert scale (1 worst - 5 best) all items were
rated slightly higher for multi-touch and in average between 3 and 4. Highest
difference (3.3 versus 4) is shown in subjective error rate of gesture recognition.

The direct comparison of input by gesture alphabets to the usual text input
method showed preference of the latter. In both groups, most answers to pre-
ferred technique, fun, error rate, stress and concentration got average values of
3 to 3.83 on the five point Likert scales. Increasing values describe tendencies in
favor of the usual text input. Differences between the two groups are negligibly
small (0.16 or less) and insignificant. One exception occurred for fun, which got
a better average rating of 2 for multi-touch compared to 3 for single-touch.

All participants were confronted with a picture of both alphabets and a short
explanation of the differences in the final question of the interview. Until this
time, it was not communicated that a comparative evaluation took place. Asked
what alphabet they would prefer, given only this choice, three (two within the
multi-touch group) selected the multi-touch version and nine the single-touch
alphabet.

Figure 3 displays the distribution of answers, when users were asked on pre-
ferred variants of input possibilities.

Besides evident tendencies towards specific versions of ‘T’, ‘X’ and indicated
preferences for ‘J’, ‘V’, ‘Y’, most symbols - including commands for space and
backspace - are not assigned to a generally favored gesture. This impression is
affirmed by our logging data that additionally provides information for num-
bers. Number ‘8’ (multi-touch) and ‘9’ were favored in their figurative variations

8 For comparison, input by virtual keyboard achieved in average 96.69 cpm.
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Fig. 3. Numbers of users that prefer one of the provided input methods for different
symbols. Note that not all symbols are available within both alphabets.

whereas number ‘4’ was entered in one third of the time in the abstract variant,
too. For spaces and backspaces the relations were as indicated in Fig. 3.

7 Discussion and Outlook

Our results affirmed that, besides additional input options, a performance gain
can be achieved when multi-touch is involved. The multi-touch alphabet itself,
however, is in need of improvement. In spite of better ratings, users tend not
to select it when given the choice between the single-touch and the multi-touch
alphabet. Reasons for this can be found in users’ comments. In three comments
of multi-touch users, the awkward input for ‘R’ was criticized and in two that
of ‘K’. For both letters the help was called most often, too. Further discontents
were communicated regarding the horizontal direction of the numbers 1-3 and
the frequent changes in drawing directions. One participant wished for a mixture
of both alphabets.

The distribution of selected input styles within the questionnaire suggest the
development of gesture alphabets that allow for much more variation in users’
input than it is provided in available tools. We conclude the need of individu-
alization when offering input by gesture alphabets. This deduction is supported
by answers in our questionnaire concerning whether users would rather like to
specify their own gestures. All but one participant responded positively.

The instruments to evolve arbitrary gesture alphabets (see Fig. 1) by continu-
ous modifications were presented. The template-based classification can be used
for fair evaluations of different gesture alphabets under the same conditions.
Rates of classification errors should be adequate for that purpose. Memoriza-
tion performance and learning curves are features to be evaluated thoroughly in
the future. However, a usable text input system including adaptability is still
to be built. Ambiguous definitions should be prevented and aided recall created
dynamically from specified templates. To be of real use, it would require sophis-
ticated help and text correction as it is common for other input methods. Still,
applications of gesture alphabets fall into a niche. Investigations of how and in
which contexts this input option is of advantage are to be done. We imagine
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a text input system on mobile phones for the blind or visually impaired users.
Possibly, with concepts of [20], a training mechanism (not necessarily per haptic
sensations) can be developed that allows for learning and recalling gestures as a
blind user. Input by a self defined alphabet may be fast and useful for this user
group.

Acknowledgments. The authors kindly thank all participants of our tests for
their help and constructive input.
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